What Washes Up (The Forgotten Coast Florida Suspense Series Book 3)
Southern mystery and suspense, liberally seasoned with coastal atmosphere and dark humor. Karma’s alive and well in Apalachicola, Florida, and there are several people who are about to meet it face to face. When more than a dozen bodies wash up on the beach on St. George Island, the residents of Apalach are outraged, and none more so than investigator Maggie Redmond and Sheriff Wyatt Hamilton. It’s time for the greedy to answer for the lives of innocents. Meanwhile, a man is found tied to a burning boat in the middle of the bay, and Maggie’s instincts tell her Bennett Boudreaux is behind it. But if he is, Maggie has to decide whether she really wants him punished, or if justice has already been served. Vengeance is afoot in Apalachicola, and everyone is in its path. About the Forgotten Coast Florida Series: The first four books of the series, Low Tide, Riptide, What Washes Up, and Landfall, lay the foundation for the entire series. There are subplots resolved in each book, but there is also an overarching plot that is not resolved until Landfall, so they should be read in sequence. Subsequent books in the series will be both longer and be stand alone novels that can be read any sequence. Editorial Reviews From Low Tide, Book 1 of The Forgotten Coast Florida Suspense Series “Yeah, you’d better buckle up.” Ms. McKenna is able to introduce you to a character and make them so lifelike and real, that you’re certain she’s telling you about someone she knows very well. I understand there will be several more in this series coming in rapid fire succession, so read fast. I see nothing but success for this author, she’s definitely found her corner with the Forgotten Coast series. Florida writers need to watch out, or better still read Dawn McKenna’s books. She’s the real deal……Wayne Stinnett, author of the bestselling Jesse McDermitt Caribbean Adventure series
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I pre-ordered this book immediately after reading the first two in the series and it popped up on my Kindle just after midnight last night. I really need to get some sleep now. You have a pretty woman police detective who is attracted not only to her boss, but also the town criminal mastermind. You have bodies all over the beach and not the good kind. Just when you think you have things figured out, Dawn Lee throws a curving slider and you’re left scratching your head wondering how you didn’t see it coming. I like Southern books by Southern writers, particularly the Florida variety, it’s what I write. This series is just dripping with small beach-town Southern charm, like a stately coastal oak covered in Spanish moss. Now, I have to go back to waiting again. WRITE FASTER!!

The third one is as good as the first 2 and that is fives across the board for me. Great characters, strong storyline, action aplenty and sharp dialogue without incessant wisecracking (which gets old really fast). Yep, I’ll buy the next one.

Excellent characters, dialogue and storyline. Read the first three one right after another. The gently developing romance between the Sheriff and Maggie is sweet and funny and gives you something to look forward to in each book. Bonus - Maggie has good kids and good parents - they add no external stressors to the story and I greatly appreciate that.

I have just read a very good book. McKenna can really put an intriguing small town setting book together. There is a lot of crime going on that’s hard to blame on the correct party involved. Many times you want to cry and then she adds a little laughter when Stoopid the Rooster is involved. Small town, big crime, small police department, no foul language and very clean story of love. Cynthia
This lady can write, no doubt about it. A great continuation on her two previous books in the series. What makes these books so darn good outside of an excellent plot and great characters is her ability to write dialogue...she does it really well. No cliffhangers in this series, each book more or less stands alone, but am eagerly awaiting September to get here for the fourth and finally book.

Ms. McKenna has an exceptional ability to define characters and to describe actions and conversations in a way that gives the reader a sense of being there. She cannot write fast enough I am always anxiously awaiting the next book.

I have enjoyed What Washes Up as it develops the prior two books of the storyline. Good character development that moves the story along at a good pace. Enjoy all three books of the series published so far.

Again The Author has us waiting for the next book oh boy oh boy. The forgotten Coast series has gotten like a great TV series you can't wait for the next one to come out so you can see where its leading. Books are selling very well in Apalachicola as well. So if its selling here everyone else should take a look. Although great books and waiting to see how this all plays out in the books please remember it is fiction not what really happens in or great County. LOL
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